
THE  SELECTION
A guide for picking out the perfect sake

The FUKUKOMA collection comprises of 7 diff erent types of fi ne sake, created with pride
and attention to detail. Here are 3 commonly used indicators we use to categorize the collection.

SAKE METER VALUE indicates the relative weight of the sake compared to water.
Higher sugar content is what makes the sake heavier than water, thus negative meter values 
can indicate sweeter fl avors, and positive meter values can indicate drier fl avors.

Sake Meter Value (SMV)
indicator_01

±0 +10-5 +5-10 Sweet Semi-Sweet Semi-Dry Dry

KURA  [-4.5]

INAGOE  [-1.6]
ICHI  [+4.0]

TOJI  [+4.5]

KOMA  [+3.8] MARU  [+11.8]TOKU ICHI  [-3.4]

Higher acidity indicates a drier / thicker 
fl avor, whereas lower acidity indicates a 
sweeter / crisp fl avor. 

Acidity
indicator_02

2.01.0
Sweet / Crisp Dry / Thick

MARU

TOJI
KOMA,
INAGOE,
TOKU ICHI

ICHI,
KURA1.5

Amino Acid
indicator_03

Light Rich

MARU0.8

Amino Acid indicates the level of Umami; 
more amino acid tastes rich, less amino 
acid tastes light and sophisticated.
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TOKU ICHI
Premium Jumai Daiginjo

Ippitsu Keijo is known to be one of the shortest letters written in his-
tory, and is considered to be the model of modern day letter writing 
in Japan.

The letter was toward the wife and son of one of Tokugawa’s warlords 
— one who later would become the leader of the Maruoka Domain.

Underground water, sourced from mountains which stretch from sa-
cred Mount Haku, as well as high-quality sake rice are — using tra-
ditional techniques — slowly fermented at low temperature to create 
an exceedingly fragrant and refi ned sake.

-3.4
1.6
1.1

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
35%
16.3%

Tokusen Ippitsu Keijo



INAGOE

INAGOE is a joint project with Fukui Prefectural University, using Kendai  
No. 1, a new type of rice developed by the university using Koshihikari 
as its base, and cultivated using organic methods. 

Targeted to appeal to a younger audience, we created a sake that is 
pleasantly sweet and sophisticated.

The label was produced by 9th generation Ichibei Iwano, a “Living Na-
tional Treasure” that specialises in creating traditional Washi paper, and 
designed by calligraphy artist KAZU — both are based in the Hokuriku 
region.

-1.6
1.6
1.1

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Kendai No. 1
40%
17.5%

Junmai Daiginjo Nama Chozou Genshu

Inagoe

TOJI

The offi  cial title of TOJI is Toji (head brewer) Ikkon (off er of sake).

With this brew, the Kubota family were simply aiming for a sake to be 
proud of, a libation that the head brewer insists you try.

Wanting to refi ne their craft, this is a daiginjo for which development be-
gan in the late 1960s. Through the original kōji production method used 
at the time, a fl avor profi le with lively ginjo (fruity) aroma and invigorating 
depth, with a hint of sweetness, was born.

+4.5
1.1
0.6

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
40%
15.5%

Daiginjo

Toji Ikkon



KOMA
Premium Aged Daiginjo

Only a fresh brew of exquisite daiginjo — selected by our brew-
master — is bottled, and then stored at low temperature for 5 
years to age.

As it dissolves in your mouth, you will detect the faint apple-like 
scent particular to daiginjo, and the stout fl avor characteristic of 
unprocessed sake will blossom on your palate.

+3.8
1.6
1.1

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
35%
17.5%

Komagaseya



Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

KURA

Kubota Brewery served as the setting for the manga series “Kura no 
Yado,” by Yuji Nishi, and this junmai ginjo commemorates it. 

Aiming to create a heartwarming and comforting taste, we fashioned a 
smooth fl avor on which a gentle aroma and well-rounded sweetness 
blossom. Gentle on the lips and going down, this is a sake that is easy 
to drink even for fi rst-timers.

-4.5
1.5
1.1

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
55%
15.3%

Junmai Ginjo

Kura no Yado

MARU

This super-dry sake features a refreshing sharpness and bold umami fl avor. 
In keeping with the tradition of locally-harvested crops being presented as 
divine off erings, the locally-produced Yamada Nishiki is polished to 70%.

In spite of its SMV of +10.5, the dryness of the brew is not overwhelming. 
Its subtle aroma and pleasing sharpness make it perfect for enjoying either 
chilled or warmed. With its premium quality and incredible, savory fl avor, this 
is one sake you will want to come back to.

+11.8
1.2
0.8

Rice:
Polish Rate:
ABV:

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
70%
15.5%

Honjozo

Maruokajo

+4.0
1.5
1.2

ICHI

This was fi rst sold to celebrate Maruoka hosting the “Japan’s Shortest 
Letter” contest. Evoking the clear mental state one has when writing a 
letter, we brewed this sake with a light aroma and fl avor, balanced with 
a smooth, nice fi nish.

SMV:
Acidity
Amino Acid:

Yamada Nishiki
55%
15.5%

Junmai Ginjo

Ippitsu Keijo



THE  LIQUEUR

For sake, all products are available in 720ml and 180ml. If requested, 300ml are available via pre-order.
For Liqueurs, UME, YUZU, and PASSION FRUIT are available in 500ml and 180ml. Amazake are only available in 300ml.

All diff erent types of sake are available for sampling.

For any inquiries, please contact: info.japan@heathwick.com or call Ian Rodenhouse +1 (443) 603-5526.
Pricing may diff er depending on season. For the latest pricing, please check heathwick.co.jp .

A pairing between the rich fl avor of ripe fruit and the sweetness of sake. Make one of these your 
reward for a day’s work, as an aperitif or dessert wine.

Base:
ABV:

PASSION FRUIT
Junmai Ginjo
9.5%

The fi nest-quality domestic
passion fruit are sent from
Tokunoshima, Kagoshima, and
soaked in junmai ginjo. 

Made without any added sweet-
eners and only the power of its 
ingredients, enjoy this duet of 
dedicated producers.

YUZU

Yuzu no Sake

Yuzu Citrus Wine

Base:
ABV:

Honjozo
10.5%

Yuzu citrus, grown in Sakai, Fukui,
and loved by locals, is soaked
in our super dry honjozo. A light
fl avor in which the invigorating
scent of yuzu fl ourishes.

Otona no Amazake

AMAZAKE
Base:
ABV:

Futsushu
3.0%

Amazake are highly nutritious and,
historically, are used as a hang-
over remedy or are served cold 
on scorching hot summer days to
combat the unbearable heat.

Our high-class amazake uses
daiginjo sake lees. Without 
harshness from the lees, it has a 
gentle and smooth fl avor.

UME

Ume no Sake

Plum Wine

Base:
ABV:

Honjozo
12.1%

Fully-ripened Benisashi plum
straight from the tree in Awara, 
Fukui prefecture, are soaked in
our brewery’s famed sake. Enjoy
the rich, sweet aroma and mellow 
taste of this plum wine.

Passion Fruit 
no Sake


